
10 inch square friendly 
quilt pattern designed 
by Monique Dillard. 
Flower Patch Flannel 
& Woolies Flannel by 
Bonnie Sullivan for 
Maywood Studio.

Finished size 57˝  x 69˝                                                                            www.maywoodstudio.com

Simple ThingS



From each of fabrics 1-5, cut:
 (4) 3˝  squares
 (2) 2-1/2˝  squares

 

 

From each of fabrics 6-10, cut:
 (6) 3˝  squares

 

 

From each of fabric 11-14, cut:
 (4) 3˝  squares

 

 

From fabric 15, cut:
 (6) 3˝  squares

 

 

From fabric 16, cut:
 (6) 3˝  strips, into:
  72 - 3˝  squares
 (8) 2 1/2˝  strips, into:
  (125) 2-1/2˝  squares

From fabric 17, cut:
 (32) 6-1/2˝  panel squares*

1. Block A: On the backs of the 3˝  squares of fabric 1, draw a diagonal line 
from corner to corner. Place a drawn square, right sides together on a 3˝  
square of fabric 16. Sew 1/4˝  from both sides of the line. Cut on the line and 
press towards fabric 1. Square to 2-1/2˝ . Repeat to make a total of 8 half-
square triangles (HSTs) of fabric 1 and fabric 16. Repeat for fabrics 2-5, pressing 
away from fabric 16.

2. Using (4) 2-1/2˝ squares of fabric 16, 4 HSTs from step 1, and (1) 2-1/2˝  
square of fabric 1, sew a block together in rows. Press in the direction of the 
arrows. The blocks should measure 6-1/2˝  square including seam allowances. 
Repeat to make 2 blocks each of fabrics 1-5.

3. Block B: On the backs of the 3˝  squares of fabric 6, draw a diagonal line 
from corner to corner. Place a drawn square, right sides together on a 3˝  
square of fabric 16. Sew 1/4˝  from both sides of the line. Cut on the line and 
press towards fabric 1. Square to 2-1/2˝ . Repeat to make a total of 12 HSTs of 
fabric 6 and fabric 16. Repeat for fabrics 7-10, pressing away from fabric 16.

From fabric 18, cut:
 (6) 2˝  strips

From fabric 19, cut:
 (7) 6-1/2˝  strips

From fabric 20, cut:
 (8) 2-1/2˝  strips
 for binding

*Fabric 17 Note: Depending on where the panel is cut into yardage, you may 
have a different combination of motif squares than is shown in quilt diagrams.  
When later building your rows, distribute the squares through the quilt 
accordingly.



4. Using (3) 2-1/2˝  squares of fabric 16 and 6 HSTs from 
step 3, sew a block together in rows. Press in the direc-
tion of the arrows.  
The blocks should measure 6-1/2˝  square including 
seam allowances. 
Repeat to make 2 blocks each of fabrics 6-10.

5. Block C: On the backs of the 3˝  squares of fabric 
11, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner. Place 
a drawn square, right sides together on a 3˝  square of 
fabric 16. Sew 1/4˝  from both sides of the line. Cut on 
the line and press towards fabric 11. Square to 2-1/2˝. 
Repeat to make a total of 8 HSTs of fabric 11 and fabric 
16. Repeat for fabrics 12-14, pressing away from fabric 
16. For fabric 15, make a total of 12 HSTs of fabric 15 
and fabric 16. 

6. Using (5) 2-1/2˝  squares of fabric 16 and 4 HSTs from 
step 5, sew a block together in rows. Press in the direc-
tion of the arrows. The blocks should measure 6-1/2˝  
square including seam allowances.
Repeat to make 2 blocks each of fabrics 11-14 and 3 
blocks of fabric 15.

7. Sew the panel squares of fabric 17, Block A’s, Block 
B’s and Block C’s per diagram. 
Press in the direction of the arrows. 
Sew on the inner border of fabric 18 and the outer 
border of fabric 19.

8. Quilt, bind and enjoy!

 

(Simple Things Light Version)



Fabric 1-5

Red pieced blocks

10˝  Squares
MASF8312-R MASF18502-R MASF18504-R MASF18505-R MASF18506-R

Fabric 6-10

Green pieced blocks

10˝  Squares
MASF8311-G MASF18502-G MASF18504-G2 MASF18506-G MASF18507-G

Fabric 11-15

Purple pieced blocks

10˝  Squares
MASF18503-V MASF18506-V MASF18504-VB MASF18505-V MASF18504-VR

Light Version Dark Version
(shown in instructions)

Fabric 16

Background

1-1/3 yards
MASF18506-T MASF513-J3

Fabric 17

Panel squares

1-1/2 yards

MASF8310-Z MASF8310-Z

Fabric 18

Inner border

3/8 yard
MASF18122-G2 MASF18502-R

Fabric 19

Outer border

1-1/2 yards
MASF8314-T MASF8314-J

Fabric 20

Binding

5/8 yard
MASF8312-R MASF8312-J

Backing  4 yards Your Choice Your Choice


